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STAIRLIFTS

We understand the difficulty of how various
circumstances can impact your mobility. At
D.K Lift Services Ltd, we have outstanding &
cost effective solutions for varied budgets, to
help you regain independence in your own
home.
Our Stairlifts are market leading products,
giving you the utmost confidence in your
purchase. We understand the personal
decisions that go hand in hand with the
practical decisions. From the aesthetics to
the practicality, our wide range of stairlifts
are sure to meet your standards.
Our range of UK market leading Stairlifts:

From the first call, to the completion of
installation. We pride ourselves just as
much on our approach and service, as we
do the product we install.
We aim to have most installations
completed within 7-10days from initial
survey. With our free survey and quotation
policy, give us a call to see how we could
help you today.

Designed to blend in seamlessly, with your
existing interior.
Slimmest stairlifts on the market, taking up
a lot less space than traditional stairlifts.
Wide range of features from power
adapted seats and footrests, to sliding rails,
we can overcome any situation.
Huge thought and infrastructure has been
placed in our product with extensive
market research to ensure we tick all the
boxes you would expect us to.
From easy of usability, to safety, we have a
market leading product for a reason.
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STAIRLIFTS
HANDICARE
1100

The Handicare 1100’s strong yet super slim
line rail is the narrowest on the market so it
obscures less of your stairs than any other
straight stairlift system. With its compact
design and grease free rail, the 1100 blends
in nicely with your interior and is a breeze to
keep clean.
The rail features a rounded design to reduce
the risk of injury from the rail edges and can
be cleaned more easily.
The Handicare 1100 is ultra slim and
compact and can be placed close to the wall,
leaving a lot of free space on the staircase
for other stair users to safely climb the
stairs. It’s the slimmest straight stairlift rail
on the market!
To save even more space, the stairlift seat,
footrest and armrests can be folded when
not in use. The seat will swivel at the top
landing, making sure you can get on and off
the stairlift easily and safely.
Also, the 1100 comes as standard with safety
sensors that will stop the lift in case of
obstruction. Due to the patented technology,
there is no tooth rack on the Handicare
1100.

This means that unlike other stairlifts, there
is no grease or oil on the rail collecting dust
and dirt, making the rail easy to clean and
safe to touch. Your staircase will stay spick
and span!
The robust 1100 is powered by Handicare’s
patented four wheel drive technology with
four quiet and reliable motors. In the
unfortunate and rare event one of the
motors breaks down, you can still finish your
ride up or down the stairs.
The lift is fully certified by the international
stairlift safety standard EN 81-40 and
designed for years and years of carefree
daily use. Thanks to the continuous charge
functionality you can park the seat anywhere
you like on the rail: the batteries are always
charged and ready to go.
Features include:
Maximum weight limit: up to 140kg
Costs under 20p/week to run on electricity
Handicare 1100 optional extras available:
- Powered Swivel Seat
- Powered Footplate
- 7 Metre Track
- Retractable slide track technology to
prevent an obstructions. (doorways,
walkways)
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STAIRLIFTS
HANDICARE
FREECURVE

The Handicare Freecurve stairlift has been
developed with the highest of standards in
mind. The Freecurve is tailor made for your
staircase and can be customised to suit your
individual needs.
The unique, single rail design is not only slim
and unobtrusive on your stairs, it also
enables you to choose from a selection of
colours to match your home and décor.
The Handicare Freecurve seat also comes in
a wide variety of styles and choices as well.
You can choose from our Classic, Elegance
or Alliance seats to further customise your
lift both in terms of how it looks and also the
option features that you can add.

Features include:
Various automatic and powered options
available
Manual swivel seat and safety sensors as
standard
Manual fold-up seat, arms and footrest
DC power as standard
Standard weight limit of 135kg
Slim and stylish single rail design (less than
3 ¼” in diameter)
Choice of three comfortable seat types
Two remote controls as standard
Choice of upholstery & rail colours
Seatbelt as standard

The Freecurve also has powered and
automatic options to suit your exact needs.
The almost limitless customizable options
for the Freecurve make it the perfect stairlift
for any home.
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STAIRLIFTS
THE ELEGANCE
SEAT

The Elegance offers a lightly padded, faux
leather seat that delivers both comfort and
style with the benefit of being durable and
easy to clean.

The upholstery's protective layer means that
the stairlift seat is both durable and easy to
clean. The armrests can be adjusted
outwards to create a wider seat.

This seat can be supplied on our single rail
curved system with a choice of two seat
positions. The standard position with your
back to the wall or our downward facing seat
positioned at 45° to the wall.

Compatible with our single tube curved
stairlift system, the Elegance seat’s armrests
can be adjusted outwards to create a wider,
more spacious seat. It can also be upgraded
to add Handicare’s patented Active Seat
which provide additional support when
sitting or standing. Maximum capacity with
Elegance Seat with Hinged rail 125kg.

This seat comes with a specially designed
footrest which means that this seat
configuration can be used to provide a
solution for particularly narrow curved
staircases.
The Elegance seat can be combined with a
hinge or drop nose track making it suitable
for use in hallways where a door is close to
the bottom of the stairs.
The new Elegance seat offers our highest
level of cushioning, combining elegant
design with refined comfort and a luxurious
feel thanks to its super soft upholstery, it is
available in three colours each with a cream
retractable seatbelt.

Available options include:
Powered swivel seat: To automatically
swivel your seat round so that you exit onto
the landing safely.
Turn & Go: Developed for very narrow
curved staircase.
Active Seat: This unique and patented
development provides assistance for those
users who would like some additional
support when getting on or off the stairlift.
Unique Illuminated footplate: When this
powered footplate is unfolded, it is
automatically illuminated.
Powered footplate: To maximise free space,
you can automatically fold up the footplate.
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STAIRLIFTS
THE ALLIANCE
SEAT

The Alliance’s ‘retro’ styling delivery brings a
classic yet contemporary feel to your stairlift.
Its combination of real wood a choice of
three leather look cushioned upholstery
options can be chosen to complement your
décor and rail colour which is also available
in a choice of three standard colours.
Compatible with our single trail curved
system, the Alliance can be combined with
our Drop nose or market leading curved
hinged rail making it suited for use in homes
with restricted hallway space. The seat, arms
and footrest all fold up neatly to leave as
much space free for other stair users if
required.

Available options include:
Powered swivel seat: To automatically
swivel your seat round so that you exit onto
the landing safely.
Turn & Go: Developed for very narrow
curved staircase.
Active Seat: This unique and patented
development provides assistance for those
users who would like some additional
support when getting on or off the stairlift.
Unique Illuminated footplate: When this
powered footplate is unfolded, it is
automatically illuminated.
Powered footplate: To maximise free space,
you can automatically fold up the footplate.

Maximum capacity with Alliance Seat with
hinged rail 125kg.
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STAIRLIFTS
THE CLASSIC
SEAT

The Classic seat is a durable solution offered
in a choice of three colours leather look wipe
clean seat each offering a retractable seat
belt as standard.
This seat can be supplied on our single rail
curved system with a choice of two seat
positions. The standard position with your
back to the wall or our downward facing seat
positioned at 45° to the wall. This seat
comes with a specially designed footrest
which means that this seat configuration
can be used to provide a solution for
particularly narrow curved staircases.
The Classic seat can be combined with a
hinge or drop nose track. The single tube
system is available in a choice of three
colours as standard: cream, grey and brown.

Maximum capacity with Classic Seat with
Hinged rail 125kg.
Available options include:
Powered swivel seat: To automatically
swivel your seat round so that you exit onto
the landing safely.
Turn & Go: Developed for very narrow
curved staircase.
Unique Illuminated footplate: When this
powered footplate is unfolded, it is
automatically illuminated.
Powered footplate: To maximise free space,
you can automatically fold up the footplate.
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